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Abstrect. In this paper an explicit closed form for the general solution of nonsymmetric Riccati 
matrix differential equation with invertible quadratic coefficient is given in terms of matrices 
related to the data. 
1. INTROBUCTI~N 
In this paper we consider the nonsymmetric Riccati matrix differential equation 
w’(t) = C - D W(t) - w(t) A - W(f) B W(t), W(0) = w(J (1.1) 
where w(t), C, D, A, B and Wc are nxn complex matrices, elements of C,x,. Most 
general methods to solve problem (1.1) are based on the transformation of (1.1) into an 
extended first order linear system. By using this approach, the solution of (1.1) is obtained 
by partitioning the transition matrix of the associated linear system [3,6]. Another class of 
methods is based on transforming the problem (1.1) into a second order linear differential 
equation [6, p.281, and then solve this equation by numerical integration techniques. By 
using this second approach, in a recent paper [2], the author provides a formula for the 
general solution of (1.1) for the case where B is invertible and the block matrix 
T= ; _; 
[ 1 (1.2) 
is similar to a block diagonal matrix J=Diag(.71, Jz) such that the blocks Ji for i=l, 2, have 
the same dimension as the data coefficients. The aim of this paper is to give an explicit 
closed form solution for any problem of the type (1.1) with B nonsingular and without 
imposing additional conditions on the matrix T defined by (1.2). 
2. A CLOSED FORM SOLUTION FOR NONSYMMETRIC RICCATI EQUATIONS 
We begin this section solving initial value problems related to the matrix differential 
equation 
X”(t) + Al X’(2) + Ao X(t) = 0 (2.1) 
where Ao, A1 and X(t) are matrices in C,,,. Let us denote by H the companion matrix 
associated to (2.1) 
H= [-I, -fq,] (2.2) 
We recall that if B is an invertible matrix in C,,, then there exist square roots of B, 
and effective procedures for computing square roots of matrices may be found in [l]. The 
following result provides a formula for the general solution of (2.1) without imposing any 
condition on the coefficients Ai, i=O, 1, and it generalizes LEMMA 2 of [2]. 
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LEMMA 1. Let H be given by (2.2). Let M = Ml 
[ 1 M2 and invertible matrix in Cznxzn, with 
Mi ~Cnxzn, for i=l, 2, and define 
J := M-lHM (2.3) 
Then the solution of the initial value problem 
X”(t) + AI X’(t) + AC, X(t) = 0, X(0) = co, X’(0) = Cl (2.4) 
is given by 
X(t) = MI exp(tJ) D, 
where D E CanXn is determined by 
(2.5) 
D=M-’ 2 
[ 1 (2.6) 
PROOF: From (2.3) we have 
[z] J=[-?lo -IAI] [z] 
so we have 
MI J = M2 and MzJ=-A,,MI-AIMz 
Thus MI J2 = -As MI - Al MI J and if we define X(t) := Ml exp(tJ)D then X’(t) = 
Ml J exp(t J) D and X”(t) = Mr J2 exp(tJ) D, for any matrix D in CsnXn. Hence X satisfies 
the matrix differential equation (2.4). The initial conditions X(0) = Cc = Ml D and 
X’(0) = Cl = MI J D = Ma D are satisfied if D solves the system 
Hence the result is established. 
REMARK 1. Note that LEMMA 1 provides the solution of (2.4) in terms of the exponential 
exp(tJ) of any matrix J which is similar to the matrix H defined by (2.2). Thinking of 
applications it is interesting to consider the Jordan canonical form of H because of two 
reasons. First of all, if J = [Diag( J1 , . . . , Jk)] is the Jordan canonical form of H, where Ji 
corresponds to the eigenvalue Xi with {Xl, A-J, . . . , Ak} distinct, then it is clear that exp(tJ) = 
[Diag(exp(tJi)); l<i<k], and from THEOREM 4 of [5, p.3111 the exponentials exp(tJi) may 
be computed in terms of exp(tXi), for l<i<k. Also, an algorithm for numerical computation 
of the Jordan normal form of a complex matrix may be found in [4]. Finally, it is interesting 
to remark that LEMMA 1 provides a nontrivial generalization of LEMMA 2 of [2] because 
we do not require here that J may be partitioned in two blocks J1 and J2 such that J = 
[Diag( Jl, J2)1 w ere Ji have exactly the same dimension n as the data coefficients. h 
THEOREM 1. Consider equation (l.l), B invertible, Baa square root of B. Let 1;2 be the 
block matrix 
0 
B+ (C+DB-‘A)BQ fj+ (DB-‘-IB-‘A)B-f 1 (2.7) 
Let M = 
MI 
[ 1 M2 an invertible matrix in Csnx2,,, with Mi E Cnx2,,, for i=l, 2, and define 
J:=M-‘RM (2.3) 
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Then the general solution of 
w’(t) = C - D W(t) - W(t) A - W(t) B W(t) (2.9) 
in the neighbourhood of t=O is given by 
W(t) = B-a(M2 exp(tJ) D) (MI exp(tJ) D)-l B-3 l3-’ A (2.10) 
where 
D=M-’ B-3 
Bf WO+B-+ A 1 (2.11) 
and WO = W(0). 
PROOF: Let WO be any matrix in C,,,. From LEMMA 1 of [2], the unique solution 
of (2.9) defined in a neighbourhood of t = 0 with WO = W(0) is given by W(t) = 
B-4 Vl(t)(Ul(t))-l B-3 - B-lA where VI(t) = U{(t) and VI(t) is the local solution 
of problem (2.4) with Co=B-4, Cl=B* W,-, + B-fA, Ao= - B*(C+DB-lA)Bi and 
A1=B+(DB-l-B-lA)B+. H ence, from LEMMA 1 the result is established. 
The next corollary provides the explicit solution of problem (1.1) when we take as J the 
Jordan canonical form of the matrix R. 
COROLLARY 1. Let {X1, . . . , Ah} be the set of distinct eigenvalues of the matrix Q defined 
by (2.7), let J = [Diag(Jl,. . . , Jk)] the Jordan canonical form of R, with Jj E CmjXmj, for 
i<j<k. If M = (Mij) with Mij E Cnxmj for l<i<2, l<j</c, is an invertible block matrix 
satisfying M J = s2 M. Then the general solut;onof (2.9) in a neighbourhood oft = 0 is 
given by 
W(t) = B-4 k Mz5 exp(tJ,) D, 2 MI, exp(t Js> D, 
-1 
B-i - B-‘A (2.12) 
a=1 a=1 
where the matrices D, E C,,,,Xn, for i<s<k, are uniquely determined by WO = W(0) and 
the expression D1 
[!I [ = M-’ B-4 Dk B+ Wo+B-+ A 1 (2.13) 
PROOF: It is a direct consequence of THEOREM 1. 
REMARK 2. It is interesting to note that the expression (2.12) generalizes the one proposed 
in [2]. For the symmetric case and when B is positive semidefinite matrix such that the 
matrix T defined by (1.2) is similar to a diagonal matrix, an expression of the solution of 
the corresponding problem (1.1) has been given in [7] in terms of matrix exponentials. In 
the following example we consider a problem of the type (1.1) where the results of [2] are 
not applicable. 
EXAMPLE. Let us consider the problem (1.1) in CzXz with matrix coefficients defined by 
A= [; I;], B= [A ;I, C= [-; I;], D= [; A], Wo= [A ;] 
and easy computation shows that the matrices R and J takes the form 
1 1 0 
J = [Diag( J1, Jz)] , k = 2, J1 = (0), J2 = 1 0 1 1 0 0 1  
W1=[;], ,,=[-; ; 1; 1, M21 = [;I, M22= [-; ; ;] > (2.14) 
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From (2.13) one gets 
-1 0 
D1 = [O, -21, D2 = 1 -3 
1 1 (2.15) 1 -4 
Now taking into account (2.12), (2.14), (2.15) and the THEOREM 4 of [5, p.3111, it follows 
that the unique local solution of the corresponding problem (1.1) with W(0) = I is given by 
1 -3 wt> = -1 4 
[ 1 
+ (l-5t+G+2t eqt)-l 
-5t_$ 3+11t-it2+%t3+t4-(4t+t2) est 
1 -5-4t+$+2(1-t) emt 1 
and defined in the neighbourhood oft = 0 where the scalar function g(t) = 1-5&l-2t e-l+: 
is nonzero. 
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